
2019 Snowy River Sr20f  

$62,990 Drive Away

Category: Used
Kilometres: 0 kms
Colour:
Transmission:
Body: Caravan
Drive Type:
Fuel Type:
Engine: Litres
Reg Plate: Z66775
Cylinders:
Stock #: 130D
VIN: 

Dealer: Caravan World
Address: Yard 17, 39/28 Commercial Drive, Pakenham 3810
Phone: 03 5940 4779

Dealer Comments

WOW!! This van has so much space... we all agree this style of caravan should be manufactured with a large



dressing room like this back room was intended for when the current owners had it done, with huge potential that
this room offers it could be used for a porta-cot or even a dog bed to keep out of the walkways' OHH what about a
desk space to work away' the limit is endless!
This is one is sure to impress in person so take a look today!!

2019 SNOWY RIVER SR20F

TARE 2315

AWNING
ANNEXE WALLS
TV/STEREO
FRIDGE
WASHING MACHINE
HEATING/COOLING
BATTERY PACK
SOLAR

Australian owned and operated family business. We are all caravan enthusiasts and know the joy that camping
(glamping) can bring. Our business is a very different type of caravan dealership. Our dealership is located 55 mins
from Melbourne CBD. We sell used caravans on consignment for private owners as well as new caravans. Our
staff have over 30 years experience in the caravan industry so we can guide you through the complexities of
choosing the right van. If you have a caravan for sale you can sell it here. We are privileged to be a part of the
prestigious CARMEGA MART, just off the M1. Come down and see our huge range of VANS, POP TOPS, AND
CAMPERS, we are sure you will find the right van for you

* If the price does not contain the notation that it is "Drive Away No More to Pay", the price may not include additional costs, such as stamp duty and other government
charges. Please confirm price and features with the seller of the vehicle.



Features and Specifications

Other

Toilet: Y Fridge: Y

Shower: Y

Specifications have been sourced from redbook.com.au and are based on manufacturer standard specifications. Actual specifications for this vehicle may differ, please
confirm with the seller.
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